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Abstract

Important challenges for halide perovskites consist of the stabilisation of their photoactive black phase at
room temperature, and accordingly, the impediment of the transformation to the yellow phase occurring
at lower temperatures. This transformation is particularly problematic when solar cells are scaled up; an
important efficiency drop is observed. Polytypism represents one of the reasons for this efficiency drop, thus
understanding how it influences the phase stability of halide perovskites is of paramount importance for
fabrication of efficient, reproducible and scalable halide perovskite solar cells. In this project, a perovskite
polytype builder was created using the Atomic Simulation Environment package. 2H, 3C, 4H, 6H and 12H
polytypes were generated for the CsPbI3 halide perosvkite, the Cs2Pb2I6 double perovskite, and for the three
oxide perovskites, namely SrTiO3, LaCoO3, and KTaO3. Electrostatic calculations were conducted on the
structures using the Ewald method, to study the phase stability of the materials. It was found that the most
stable polytype was the cubic 3C followed by the 12H, 6H, 4H and finally 2H, contradicting experimental
observations. It has been concluded that a model considering electrostatics solely is too simplistic for the
study of stability in halide perovskites; future models would be expected to be tuned with the inclusion of
vibrational and configurational entropy.
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1 Aims and Context

1 Aims and Context

Metal halide perovskites are the breakthrough solar energy materials of the 21st century due to their effi-
cient conversion of sunlight to electricity, and low cost deposition using scalable processes. However, the
non-uniformity of the materials result in a rapid decline of the device efficiency when scaled up to larger
areas. This project addressed one of the main obstacles: polytypism.5

In tetrahedral semiconductors such as Si, GaN and ZnS, there is a well known competition between FCC
(ABCABC) and HCP (ABAB) stacking sequences. Some materials favour zincblende (ABCABC), others
favour wurtzite (ABAB), while often stacking faults form irregular repeating patterns (e.g. ABCABABC).
A similar competition in stacking sequences has recently been found in halide perovskites, notably for for-10

mamidinium lead iodide which has close competition between a PV active black (ABCABC) and yellow
(ABAB) phase that does not exhibit PV properties.

The aim of this project was to develop a python perovskite polytype builder, which can generate arbitrary
stacking sequences of the perovskite structure. Electrostatic calculations were then to be applied to a15

selection of polytypes to compare their phase stability. The main assumption was that the phase stability of
halide perovskites is governed by electrostatics. Experimentally, it has been observed that the 2H polytype,
representing the yellow phase, dominates at room temperature and that the photoactive black phase could
be achieved by heating. The purpose was to build a model which would give similar results to those observed
experimentally for the synthesized polytypes, and to expand the calculations to generated polytypes that20

have not been observed experimentally yet.
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2 Literature Review

2.1 Motivation

A large part of the energy produced nowadays comes from the burning of fossil fuels. These produce
greenhouse gases responsible for one of the main challenges the world is facing today: climate change [1].25

Emissions from fossil fuel combustion and industrial processes contributed about 78% of the total greenhouse
gas emissions increase from 1970 to 2011 with a total CO2 emission increase of about 90% [2]. To tackle
the problem, scientists are working towards a transition to renewable energy sources of which solar power
generation has shown significant promise, partially due to the abundance of sunlight. The estimated world
energy consumption in 2004 was 15TW, while 100% of the sun’s incident energy was 174PW [3]. Therefore,30

all our consumption could potentially be supplied by solar energy. This clean source of energy is spreading
rapidly, mainly due to the decreasing prices of its materials, and increasing availability.

2.2 Fundamentals of solar cells

2.2.1 Solar cell geometry and working principles

A solar cell (SC) is a solid-state electrical device that uses the photovoltaic (PV) effect to convert light energy35

into electrical energy [4]. The PV effect is a physical and chemical phenomenon that generates voltage and
electric current in a material upon exposure to light. It is present in some semiconducting materials which
have a conductivity between that of conductors and insulators, due to the size of their bandgap, smaller
than that of conductors but larger than in insulators. Electrons can be thermally excited from the valence
band to the conduction band, therefore resistivity drops with increasing temperature. The semiconductor40

conducting properties can be altered by doping it with positive or negative ions. When a doped semicon-
ducting material contains high concentration of holes it is known as ”p-type”, and when it contains mostly
free electrons it is called ”n-type”. Many p- and n-type regions can be present in a single semiconductor
crystal. The junction between a p- and an n-type material is called a p-n junction and is responsible for the
useful electronic behavior.45

The photo-generated current is created when an incident photon is absorbed, generating an electron-hole
pair which can be separated and collected by a p-n junction to prevent the carrier recombination that would
lead to a loss of the electron-hole pair and no current generation. Electron-hole pairs are generated in solar
cells if the incident photon has an energy greater than that of the band gap. However, electrons in the50

p-type material and holes in the n-type material only exist, before recombination, for a length of time on
average equal to the minority carrier lifetime. The carriers are separated by an electric field existing at
the p-n junction. The electrons in excess in the n-type material try to diffuse towards the p-type material
while the excess holes in the p-type material try to diffuse towards the electrons in the n-type material. An
electric field and a depletion region are formed at the junction due to the movement of electrons towards55

the p-type side exposing positive ion cores in the n-type side and the movement of holes to the n-type side
that exposes negative ion cores in the p-type side. If the light-generated minority carrier reaches the p-n
junction, the electric field sweeps it across the junction where it becomes a majority carrier. If the solar cell
is short-circuited by the emitter and base connected together, then the light-generated carriers flow through
the external circuit.60

A simple solar cell is therefore composed of a p-type and an n-type material forming a p-n junction and
covered with an anti-reflection coating to prevent the reflection of sunlight which would result in a loss of
energy. Electrical contacts are used to connect a solar cell to the receiver of the produced current or to other
solar cells [5]. PV systems used to power devices or heat water are composed of a number of solar panels,65

each combining solar modules which in turn consist of many solar cells, for which the composition is visible
on Figure 1a.

2.2.2 Important solar cell properties

When comparing solar cell performance and photon-to-current conversion efficiency (PCE), several param-
eters listed below are important.70
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Figure 1: a) Sketch of the cross-section of a solar cell under operation [7] b) Model of a p-n junction solar cell
showing the main mechanisms upon absorption of photons: (1) above band-gap/thermalisation, (2) below band-
gap/transmission, (3) radiative recombination, (4) non-radiative recombination, (5) diffusion across the junction, (6)
voltage drop at the contacts. (Adapted from [8]).

Band gap (Eg)

The photon energy is directly proportional to the photon’s electromagnetic frequency as described by
the Planck-Einstein relation (Eq. 2).75

E = hf (1)

Where h is the Planck constant and f the electromagnetic frequency. As f = c/λ, it can be simplified to:

E =
hc

λ
(2)

Where c is the speed of light and λ is the wavelength. The photon energy is therefore inversely propor-
tional to the photon’s wavelength.80

The entire spectrum of sunlight covers a range from approximately 0.5eV to 2.9eV. Photons with energy
smaller than the semiconductor’s Eg are not absorbed and pass through the cell. Thus, to absorb as much of
the solar spectrum as possible, and therefore maximise the photocurrent produced by the device, a material
with small Eg is required. However, this is counterbalanced by the desire to also have a large built-in voltage,85

which requires a larger Eg. The energy of photons above the bandgap is re-emitted as heat or light and
materials with larger Eg lose less energy by thermal dissipation of excess photon energy. Ultimately, those
two processes need to be balanced to optimise the solar cell efficiency, with an Eg usually between 1.0 and
1.7eV [5, 6].

90

Short-circuit current density (JSC)

The short-circuit current (ISC) is the maximum current from a solar cell and occurs when the voltage
across the device is zero (i.e., when the solar cell is short-circuited) as illustrated in Figure 2.

95

To remove the dependence of the solar cell area, it is more common to use the short-circuit current
density (JSC) in mA/cm2. JSC is due to the generation and collection of light generated carriers (holes and
electrons) in a process described in 2.2.1. For an ideal solar cell, JSC should be equal to the light-generated
current density, which is the generation rate, multiplied by the probability of collection.

100

The factors that will impact JSC are the number of photons (i.e., the power of the incident light source),
the spectrum of the incident light (for most solar cell measurements, the spectrum is standardised to the
AM 1.5 spectrum), the optical properties (absorption and reflection) of the solar cell, and the collection
probability of the solar cell which in turn depends on the surface passivation, the minority carrier lifetime
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2.2 Fundamentals of solar cells

Figure 2: a) Solar cell current voltage (IV) curve with visible ISC and VOC . For maximum power output, the solar
cell needs to operate at the maximum power point, PMP. b) Quantum efficiency of a silicon solar cell. It is usually
not measured much below 350nm because the power from the AM 1.5 contained in such short wavelengths is low.
(Adapted from [5]).

and the optical properties of the active layer.105

To compare JSC in solar cells of the same material type, the most important material parameters are the
diffusion length and surface passivation. In a cell with perfectly uniform generation and passivated surface,
the equation for JSC can be approximated by:

JSC = qG(Ln + Lp) (3)

110

Where G is the generation rate, and Ln and Lp are the electron and hole diffusion lengths, respectively[5].

Open circuit voltage (VOC)

The open-circuit voltage (VOC) is the maximum voltage available from a solar cell and occurs at zero115

current (see Figure 2a). It corresponds to the amount of forward bias in the solar cell due to the bias of the
solar cell junction under the light-generated current. It indicates the amount of recombination occurring
in the device. In most semiconductors, the maximum VOC corresponds to the band gap. A lower VOC

indicates the presence of recombination. VOC is derived from the splitting of the quasi-energy levels of
electrons in the conduction band and holes in the valence band. These quasi-energy levels are mathematical120

tools to describe the density of states which describes the charge carrier density when the charge carrier
state is displaced from equilibrium. A larger splitting corresponds to a larger (VOC)

It can be calculated using the following equation [5]:

VOC =
nkT

q
ln(

IL
I0

+ 1) (4)

Where k is the Boltzmann constant, T represents the temperature, IL and I0 are respectively the light125

generated and dark saturation currents, and n is the ideality or efficiency factor.

Quantum efficiency (QE)

The quantum efficiency of a solar cell describes the ratio of the number carriers collected by the solar cell130

to the number of photons of a given energy incident on the solar cell. It can be given as a function of energy
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or wavelength. The QE for photons with energy below Eg is zero, and it is equal to unity if all photons of a
certain wavelength are absorbed and the minority carriers collected. In an ideal case, the QE as a function
of the wavelength would give a square shaped curve visible on Figure 2b representing 100% absorption of
photons with wavelengths (E = hf) above its band gap. However, in real materials the efficiency is reduced135

due to recombination effects.

Two types of QE can be measured:

• Internal QE: efficiency with which photons that are not reflected or transmitted out of the cell can
generate collectable carriers.140

• External QE: includes the effect of optical losses such as transmission and reflection[5].

Fill factor (FF)

The fill factor (FF) is a parameter which determines the maximum power from a solar cell. It is defined
as the ratio of the maximum power from the solar cell to the product of VOC and ISC , the short-circuit145

current. Graphically on the IV curve, the FF measures the squareness of the solar cell and is the area of
the largest rectangle. The FF value in devices is decreased by series and shunt resistance [5].

These parameters are directly or indirectly related to the solar cell efficiency, n, defined by:

n =
VOCISCFF

Pin
(5)

150

where Pin is the incident power.

2.2.3 Solar cell limits

Shockley - Queisser limit

Shockley–Queisser limit also known as the detailed balance limit [9], and first calculated by William155

Shockley and Hans Queisser in 1961, represents the maximum theoretical efficiency as a function of Eg of a
solar cell made from a single p-n junction solar cell illuminated by a black body with a surface temperature
of 6000K [9]. It is calculated from the amount of electrical energy extracted per incident photon. The
maximum efficiency of a single-junction solar cell as calculated by the Shockley-Quesisser model, is a function
of bandgap energy. Recent calculations have placed the maximum solar conversion efficiency at around160

33.7% with a bandgap of 1.4eV using an AM 1.5 solar spectrum which is the air mass coefficient chosen for
standardised measurements of solar cells [10].

There are three primary considerations taken into account in the calculations of the Shocley-Queisser
limit: (i) blackbody radiation, (ii) recombination, (iii) spectrum losses.

165

• Blackbody radiation Energy in the form of electromagnetic radiation is emitted by all objects with
a temperature above absolute zero (0K). A blackbody is a theoretical body model which absorbs
all radiation falling on it, without any reflection or transmission. Thus it is a perfect absorber and
emitter over all wavelengths. The spectral distribution of the thermal energy radiated by a blackbody,
which is the pattern of intensity of the radiation over a range of wavelenghts or frequencies, only170

depends on temperature. At room temperature, the blackbody radiation from the solar cell cannot
be captured by the cell and represents about 7% of the available incoming energy. As the energy lost
in a cell is generally turned into heat, any inefficiency in the cell will increase the cell temperature
when it is placed in sunlight. The blackbody radiation increases with the temperature of the cells
until equilibrium is reached. Normally, this equilibrium is reached at temperatures as high as 360K,175

thus cells usually operate at lower efficiencies than their room temperature rating.

• Recombination Recombination processes such as those visible on Figure 1b, place an upper limit on
the rate of electron-hole production which limits VOC . For example, in silicon, recombination reduces
the theoretical performance under normal operating conditions by another 10% over and above the
thermal losses.180
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2.3 Notable achievements to date

• Spectrum losses These limit JSC as there are fewer photons above the bandgap at higher bandgaps.
About 19% of solar radiation of the 1,000W/m² in AM 1.5 has less than 1.1eV of energy and will not
produce power in a silicon cell. This accounts for about 33% of the incident sunlight thus there is a
theoretical conversion efficiency of about 4% from spectrum losses alone, ignoring all other factors.

Optical losses185

The electrons and holes generated when incident photons pass through a semi-transparent charge trans-
port material and arrive at the active layer of a solar cell can either diffuse towards the anode (electrons)
or cathode (holes), or undergo some form of radiative or non-radiative recombination.

190

Radiative recombination occurs when electrons, which have been promoted to the conduction band and
are in an excited, metastable state, return to the valence band to reduce their energy, and recombine with
previously generated holes, leading to the emission of a photon.

Non-radiative losses take place when a photon with an energy below Eg is absorbed. As it cannot gener-195

ate an electron-hole pair heat will be produced. Similarly, the absorption of a photon above Eg contributes
to heat generation by converting the excess energy into kinetic energy of the carrier combination and as
the carrier velocity decays to the drift velocity, there is phonon interaction. When an electron and a hole
produce a photon equal to Eg during their recombination, it will contribute to losses in the cell unless it
is reabsorbed. Inhomogeneities in the lattice such as defects and stacking faults may also contribute to200

non-radiative recombination mechanisms by creating energy levels in the band gap in which charge carriers
will recombine.

Cost limitations
205

The first solar cells created required the use of ultra pure silicon, and the cost of materials and pro-
cessing of the wafers was very large. This prevented the use of such solar cells as popular alternatives to
fossil-fuel-based energy sources such as thermal power generation. However, the cost of PV has dropped
by 74% since 2010 with a present cost below 0.05 USD per kWh of electric power. This can be compared
with the fossil fuel-fired electricity cost range, which in 2017 was estimated to range from a low of 0.05210

USD per kilowatt-hour (kWh) to a high 0.17 USD/kWh, depending on the fuel and country. Renewables
and amongst them PV, are predicted to become globally more cost efficient than fossil fuels in the next few
years [11].

A lot of research has therefore been conducted to search for cost-effective alternatives, leading to cheaper215

third-generation photovoltaics, including organic solar cells and dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) [12]. A
recent forecast predicted that PV will contribute nearly a third of new electricity generation capacity world-
wide between now and 2030. This could be achieved by the development of more efficient and cost-effective
solar cells, and by substantial reductions in the manufacturing costs of mainstream silicon solar cell tech-
nology [13].220

However, materials costs are not the only ones and to reduce the overall cost of PV energy other costs
need to be considered. These include logistics, operation and maintenance, lifespan, site preparation, work-
ing capital, grid connection, auxiliary equipment etc. [14]

225

2.3 Notable achievements to date

2.3.1 First generation solar cells

The first generation of solar cells, made from silicon are the oldest and commercially dominant PV technol-
ogy. They are produced on wafers and can be monocrystalline or polycrystalline [15, 16]. Silicon solar cells
cover 80% of the world installed capacity today. For more than 30 years, this technology has dominated230

the industry, with improvements through reduced cell thickness, especially during the silicon supply crisis
in 2006-2008, and increased cell size. Although the basic cell structure remained unchanged over three
decades, other improvements resulted in improving the cell efficiency from 11% to nearly 20% by 2018.
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These improvements included an increased number of busbars, the switch to silicon nitride antireflection
coatings and most substantially, from progressive incremental improvements to screen-printing pastes [17].235

However, silicon technologies encountered a lot of issues related to wafer-Si solar cells the main ones
being high production cost due to waver cost, complicated manufacturing processes, and high thermal
budget (1100°C) for an extended period of time (60min) [18]. Reflection, absorption and recombinational
losses were also problems. Efficiency issues in multi-crystalline and amorphous silicon based cells were also240

present due to their disordered nature [19]. Moreover, ultra-high-purity silicon, obtained by crystallization of
melted Si in a furnace at more than 1400°C, is required. The resulting high cost of materials and processing
of the wafers, has prevented the popularisation of such solar cells as alternatives to fossil-fuel-based energy
sources [12]. Varying the kind of material was one of the research solutions that scientists considered, leading
to the birth of the second generation solar cells.245

2.3.2 Second generation solar cells

The next generation of solar cells are thin film solar cells, made from semiconductor materials only a few mi-
crometers thick. The main types of cells in this category are amorphous silicon, cadmium telluride/cadmium
sulfide (CdTe/CdS) and copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS). Second generation materials have been de-
veloped to address production costs and energy requirements of first generation cells. Production costs250

are dominated by constituent material requirements. As manufacturing techniques evolve, some alternative
techniques such as vapour deposition, electroplating, and use of Ultrasonic Nozzles have become advan-
tageous due to the significant reduction of temperature that they offer during processing [20]. These thin
films can also be grown on flexible substrates and thin film solar cells can be grown on large areas [15, 16, 21].

255

These technologies hold a promise of higher conversion efficiencies and offer significantly cheaper produc-
tion costs and less material used, however their commercialisation has been proven difficult [20], partially
due to the scarcity and toxicity of some of the materials used. CdTe module disposal is an issue since these
modules cause pollution during decommissioning due to the toxicity of Cadmium. The main issue with
CIGS solar cells is the price of indium [18].260

2.3.3 Third generation solar cells

A lot of research has therefore been devoted to finding cheaper, high performance alternatives, leading to
the third generation PV. New generation PV materials include nanotubes, polymers, organic dyes, conduc-
tive plastics, silicon wires, and solar inks using conventional printing press technologies. These technologies265

are promising but not commercially proven yet, the most developed 3rd generation solar cell being the dye
sensitized solar cells (DSSC) also called Grätzel cells. They are based on dye molecules between electrodes.
Electron hole pairs appear in those dye molecules and are transported through TiO2 nanoparticles. They
can have different colours and their cost is very low, but so is their efficiency. A large amount of solar
radiation is concentrated onto a small region in concentrated cells, another promising technology in which270

the amount of semiconducting material is reduced, significantly reducing material costs [15, 16, 21].

In 2005-2006, while DSSC was being further developed, the use of an organic–inorganic lead halide
perovskite as an absorber to replace the organic dye, was explored. That material opened a whole new
research field, to exploit its semiconducting properties [12]. With a remarkable increase in conversion275

efficiency from about 3% in 2006 to over 24% in 2019, perovskite solar cells (PSCs) are the most promising
3rd generation technology.

2.3.4 The development of perovskites

Perovskites derive their name from the mineral structure of calcium titanium oxide (CaTiO3), discovered
by German mineralogist Gustav Rose in the year 1839, and which structure was characterised by a Russian280

mineralogist called Lev A. Perovski [22]. In 1893, Wells et al. performed a comprehensive study on the
synthesis of lead halide compounds from solutions including lead halide and caesium, CsPbX3 (X = Cl, Br,
I), ammonium (NH4), or rubidium, RbPbX3 [23]. In 1957, C.K. Møller found that CsPbCl3 and CsPbBr3
have a tetragonally distorted perovskite structure which undergoes a transition to a pure cubic phase at
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2.3 Notable achievements to date

Figure 3: Milestones of progress in perovskite solar cells. (Adapted from [12]).

high temperatures [12, 24, 25]. The simple solution to synthesise these caesium lead halide ionic crystals285

might have inspired researchers such as Weber to use other cations instead of Cs and towards the end of the
20th century, a large variety of halide perovskites were synthesized by David Mitzi using small and large
organic cations [26–28].

In 2009, Kojimae et al replaced dyes in DSSCs by organic-inorganic halide perovskites, and fuelled an290

activity surge in the field of lead halide perovskites as photon harvesting materials when they achieved
an efficiency of 3.8% [29]. A quantum-dot-sensitized solar cell with an efficiency of 6.5% was produced
by Parket et al by modulating the electrolyte synthesis route and the deposition MAPbI3 quantum dots
onto a nanocrystalline TiO2 layer, proving that perovskites could be serious competitors as potential light
harvesters in solar cell applications. A significant progression in PSC was replacing the liquid electrolyte295

by a solid-state hole transmission material (HTM) using MAPbI3 nanoparticles acting as the sensitiser to
produce holes and electrons, and deposited onto a a submicron-thick mesoscopic TiO2 film with pores in-
filtrated with a hole-conductor spiro-MeOTAD forming a superstructured scaffold with a new PCE record
of 9.7% [30, 31]. The following research conducted lead to the creation, by Heo et al., of a 3-D composite
TiO2/MAPbI3 device changing the polymer-based HTM’s to achieve a 12% PCE with PTAA, resulting300

in a higher VOC and FF than that of the previously used spiro-OMeTAD. In this device, the perovskite
infiltrates the mesoporous TiO2 structure layered on a compact TiO2 sheet. The TiO2 acts as an electron
transmission material (ETM), and a HTM is used on top of the perovskite to complete the n-i-p junction.
These structures continued to be developed, producing devices with efficiencies exceeding 20% [32].

305

Significant progress was made with the discovery of the perovskite’s ambipolar nature to diffuse electrons
and holes over distances exceeding 1µm, implying that a single planar perovskite layer is possible [33]. A
new field of research was born aiming to create planar heterojunction hybrid inorganic/organic perovskite
solar cells with low recombination probability and a high charge mobility in the perovskite leading to a high
diffusion distance and carrier lifetime. Current records for planar perovskite devices are around 21%, but310

the stability of these devices is controversial [34]. To deliver more power, another absorber material can be
combined in the perovskite solar cell, forming a high-performance tandem device. Perovskite solar cells are
very efficient in converting visible and ultraviolet light into electricity making them excellent tandem part-
ners with materials that convert low-energy light such as crystalline silicon. Tandem cells with silicon have
demonstrated an efficiency of 28% [17]. Perovskite materials also have tunable bandgaps, which could lead315

to even higher-efficiency and more cost-effective tandem applications by custom-designing to complement
the absorption of the partner material.

The milestones of progress of PSCs, reproduced from A. K. Jena et al. is visible on Figure 3. How-
ever, a number of challenges remain before they can become a competitive commercial technology as both320

their internal and external stabilities are limited. The potential environmental impacts of the lead-based
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Figure 4: Crystallographic structure of a lead halide perovskite. (Adapted from [12]).

perovskite absorber represent additional barriers to commercialization. Studies are being conducted to re-
duce or eliminate the potential toxicity and environmental concerns. A final and important challenge faced
by perovskite solar cells lies in the scale-up, reproducibility and optimization of the fabrication processes [35].

325

2.4 Halide perovskite solar cells

Metal halide perovskites are the breakthrough solar energy materials of the 21st century, efficiently converting
sunlight to electricity, and with the possibility to be deposited at low cost using scalable processing. Halide
perovskites of different structures exist, and have different associated properties.

2.4.1 Halide perovskite structure330

A perovskite has a crystal structure of the form ABX3, in which A and B are cations and X is an anion
typically oxygen, halogens, or alkali metals. In an ideal cubic structure, the B cation is surrounded by
an octahedron of anions and has a 6-fold coordination; whereas the A cation has a 12-fold cuboctahedral
coordination. In a cubic unit cell, A cations sit at cube corners, B at the body-centered position, and the X
anion occupies the face-centered positions [12]. Due to their versatility, perovskites can form multidimen-335

sional structures using various combinations of different components [22].

Oxide perovskite were first discovered and mainly studied for their superior ferroelectric, magnetic, and
superconductive properties [22]. They are used in various ferroelectric, piezoelectric, dielectric and pyro-
electric applications. However, in most cases, they do not exhibit exhibit suitable semiconducting properties340

for PV applications. Nevertheless, when the oxide anions are replaced by halide anions, a class of halide
perovskite is formed, which presents desired semiconducting properties for PV applications. The structure
formed can be observed on Figure 4. Varying halide components to achieve different spectral responses can
tune the photoconductive properties.

345

2.4.2 Different types of halide perovskite solar cells

Despite the existence of different types of perovskites and different cell architectures, their general working
principle (see Figure 5a-c) stays the same. Electrons and holes are generated after the perovskite absorbs
light and are selectively collected by the n-type and p-type transport material layers for electrons and holes
respectively. Electrons then flow through the external circuit to combine with the holes in the p-layer.350

Carriers in perovskites demonstrate an unusual behavior as proven by the lack of a clear trend and the dis-
persion of VOC dependences on different selective contacts. In general, organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites
demonstrate numerous unusual photophysical characteristics, which result in excellent PV properties in the
device [12].

355

All-inorganic halide perovskites

Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites such as MAPbI3 and FAPbI3, and mixed-cation-based perovskites
are leading in terms of efficiency. However, their long-term stability remains an issue as the organic cation
(MA or FA) is responsible for poor thermal and environmental stability of these materials [36]. Therefore,360

replacement of the organic cation with an inorganic cation such as caesium (Cs+) has been considered as
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2.4 Halide perovskite solar cells

Figure 5: PSC structures with associated vacuum energy levels (Adapted from [12, 13]). a) General organic-inorganic
halide solar cell including two optional layers not essential for high performance but with an energy of over 15% was
reported for devices containing both optional layers with only the scaffold layer infiltrated by the perovskite (and then
by the HTM) and without scaffolding, the structure then corresponds to a simple planar thin film cell. b) Vacuum
energy levels (in eV) corresponding to CH3NH3PbI3 perovskite and conducting TiO2. c) Different types of perovskite
solar cell architectures. Here FTO is a Fluorine-doped Tin Oxide, ITO is the Indium tin oxide, and ETL means
electron-transport layer.

a good solution to improve the perovskite’s stability. First halide perovskite structures studied by Wells et
al. in 1983, these caesium-based perovskite structures like CsPbX3 and CsSnX3 (X = Cl, Br, I) have been
considered as model compounds among all-inorganic perovskites with their bandgap controlled by the halide
ions. Despite its superior heat stability, CsPbI3 has its own challenges, such as degrading into non-perovskite365

structures, which resulted in a slow progress of its PCE from 2.9% achieved by Snaith et al. [37] to reach
15.7% recently in a work undertaken by Pengyang et al. [38].

Hybrid organic-inorganic halide perovskites
370

Hybrid organic-inorganic perovskites are composed of an organic compound on the A-site instead of a sin-
gle cation, a divalent B site cation and monovalent X-site halide anion. Compounds which adopt this struc-
ture are considered as very promising and include methylammonium lead iodide CH3NH3PbI3(MAPbI3)),
methylammonium lead bromide (CH3NH3PbBr3(MAPbBr3)), formamidinium lead iodide (HC(NH2)2PbI3,
(FAPbI3)), and chloride-doped MAPbI3 (CH3NH3PbI3–xClx). This family has an excellent combination of375

properties necessary for a remarkable absorber with an appropriate bandgap (1.4 - 1.5 eV), a high coefficient
of absorption near (104 - 105cm−1), exceptional carrier transport, low exciton binding energy (< 50meV),
easily modulated properties through simple compositional modifications and compatibility with low-cost,
large-area deposition techniques [39].

380

Mixed perovskites are now being investigated, in order to improve the properties of more familiar per-
ovskites. Lead-free and low lead perovskites are also being studied because of that material’s toxicity, which
causes moral and environmental issues. Other interesting perovskite solar cells include the 1D and 2D
technologies.
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2.4.3 Halide perovskite enabling attributes385

The solid-state physics of halide perovskites have only been investigated in details recently, despite its early
discovery and the extensive work on the synthesis of lead halide perovskites. Theoretical and experimental
intensive investigations carried out in recent years on semiconducting properties and carrier transport mech-
anism of these materials, pointed out the excellent PV application of 3D perovskite materials. They show
exceptionally high power conversion efficiency and VOC due to the material’s remarkably superior properties.390

These include a high absorption coefficient (α > 105cm−1), a very long carrier diffusion length [13, 33, 40],
a long carrier lifetime [41], a moderate carrier mobility [42–44], an unusually high suppressed recombination
(defect tolerance), a slow carrier recombination [44], and a well-balanced charge transfer. Density functional
theory (DFT) and and first-principle theory-based calculations have been applied to support and explain
the superior photophysical properties revealed by optoelectronic measurements [33, 42].395

Despite being ionic crystals, halide perovskites exhibit semiconducting properties just like conventional
semiconductors, which are usually covalent compounds (Si, CdTe, GaAs, etc.). Their optical absorption
wavelength varies largely depending on the kind and the molar ratio of halides (I, Br, Cl) present in the
structure. Therefore, the double ionic and semiconducting nature of perovskites allow the band gap and400

optical absorption to be easily tuned by varying the halide ions. Mixed-halide solids can be formed for that
purpose by mixing I and Br or Cl and Br. It was observed for example that the absorption edge wavelength
corresponding to the band gap energy of the mixed-halide material changed proportionally to the content
of bromide and that when iodine was added to the perovskite structure, HC(NH2)2PbBr1–yIy, both the
absorption and the emission exhibited a constant red peak shift [12, 45, 46].405

Many halide perovskites, such as Methylammonium (MA) lead iodide (CH3NH3PbI3, abbreviated as
MAPbI3), a standard perovskite absorber in PV cells, are intrinsic semiconductors exhibiting excellent
mobility of photogenerated electrons and holes [47]. The high symmetry, direct band gap and p–p elec-
tronic transitions from valence band (VB) to conduction band (CB), enabled by the Pb s orbital lone pair,
contribute to exceptionally high optical absorption coefficients of this material (105cm−1) [13].410

As an intrinsic semiconductor, MAPbI3 has ambipolar carrier mobility and exhibits similar effective mass
values for both electrons and holes [48], a rare property attributed to this ionic crystal. Photogenerated
carriers behave as free carriers similarly to the ones in inorganic PV semiconductors, and can migrate in
the perovskite absorber layer without recombination for a long time with PL measurements showing carrier
lifetime of several hundreds of nanoseconds [33, 49, 50]. High ionic density in halide perovskites is also con-415

sidered to help suppressing recombination between electrons and holes by a charge-screening effect against
Coulombic interaction.

Defects act as recombination sites. However, halide perovskites are defect-tolerant due to strong Pb s–I
p antibonding coupling, weak Pb p–I p coupling, and its ionic characteristics [51]. The lower valence band420

maximum (VMB) close to the I p orbital is lowered by the strong Pb s–I p antibonding coupling, while
the weak antibonding coupling between Pb p and I p orbitals fixes the conduction band minimum (CBM)
close to the Pb p orbital. Thus for vacancies formed by removal of I−, the defect state lies between the Pb
p atomic orbital level and the CBM, while the defect state for the Pb2+ vacancy is formed between the I
p and VBM levels. Therefore, ion vacancies in perovskites generate trap states that reside within the VB425

or CB, or exist as shallow traps near the bands instead of forming traps deep within the band gap as it
is the case for other ionic semiconductors where localized nonbonding orbitals surround the ion vacancies.
When trapped in shallow defects, carriers can be detrapped easily and contribute to current generation.
This results in a defect-tolerant nature of perovskites, which properties are not affected much by defect
formation. It is reflected by the large carrier diffusion lengths, measured over the PL lifetime in the range430

1-100 µm depending on the polycrystallinity [33, 52].

Despite the defect-tolerance of halide perovskite crystals, their defect (trap) density which is estimated
to be from 1010 cm3 in single crystals [52, 53] to 1016cm3 for polycrystals [49, 54] does to an extend limit
the VOC and efficiency. Therefore, to further improve efficiency, defects and traps should be reduced with435

pure solution-processed polycrystalline films. Losses caused by interfacial recombination are equally im-
portant and depend on the properties of other layers in the device. Therefore it is important for further
improvements to understand the standard architecture and how to optimise electron and hole transport [12].
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Figure 6: a) Crystal structures of both yellow and black phases of CsPbI3. Adapted from [37]. b) Phase transitions
observed in Pb and Sn hybrid perovskites under varying conditions. Adapted from [64].

After observing a strong and coherent carrier–lattice coupling effect in perovskites, a recent study es-440

tablished that ultra–fast lattice distortions play a key role in the initial processes associated with charge
transport [55]. While debate around the nature of charge carriers and the origin of such exceptional PV
characteristics is still ongoing, some theoretical studies have suggested the potential role of intrinsic ferro-
electricity or bulk PV effects in the effective separation of charges [56, 57]. Other studies focused on the
effect of surface fields and diffusion [58], carrier-lattice interactions [59–61], and large polaron formation445

[62, 63] to explain perovskite’s unique characteristics. Varying observations and explanations about the
nature of carrier dynamics and defects in perovskites lead to ambiguity and a clear understanding of carrier
generation, separation, transport and accumulation is currently lacking. The complexity of these studies
might be due to an important number parameters such as grain boundaries, phase impurity, compositional
non-uniformity, interfaces and more. Further research is necessary to understand better the exceptional450

characteristics of perovskite solar cells [12].

2.5 Halide perovskite phase stability and scaling challenges

2.5.1 Halide perovskite symmetry and phase effects

The archetypal halide perovskite structure involves cubic symmetry and corresponds to a Pm3m space group455

with 12-fold coordination of the A cation, 6-fold coordination of B cations, and corner sharing BX6 octa-
hedra. Several factors can result in a deviation from cubic symmetry, such as size effects and temperature.
Analysis of perovskite crystals revealed that in general, perovskites adopt cubic structures and undergo
phase transitions from cubic to tetragonal to orthorombic upon temperature reduction [22]. Symmetry of
perovskites increases with temperature. At room temperature MAPbI3 forms a tetragonal structure, and460

MAPbCl3 and MAPbBr3 form cubic structures. Kanatzidis et al. conducted a detailed study on MA, FA,
Pb and Sn perovskite combinations and identified three distinct phase transitions: a high temperature α-
phase, an intermediate temperatre β-phase, and a low temperature γ-phase [64]. These are in agreement
with previous studies conducted by Poglitsch and Weber. Another δ phase can exist, but it is considered as
non-perovskite as it is hexagonal and does not exhibit PV properties (see Figure 6b). It can be noted that465

FA-based perovskites do not exhibit high temperature phase transformation, which might be interesting for
their solar cell application. Phase transitions occurring via external temperature or pressure are important
to be considered during processing and solar cell application as they play an important role in the fabrication
of efficient and reproducible PSCs.

470
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Figure 7: The tolerance factors (τ) for the different cations (A) in the APbI3 perovskite system. Common cations
such as Cs, MA, and FA lead to a τ value in the range of 0.8 –1.0, which is indicative of a cubic perovskite phase
structure. The ethylammonium (EA) and ethylenediamine (EDA) cations are too big and give tolerance factors >1.0
to fall into the “upper forbidden zone” and thus cannot form the perovskite structure. The group I alkali metal cations
(Na, K, Rb) and NH4 have a τ value <0.8 which falls into the “lower forbidden zone”, and therefore are also unable
to form perovskites. (Adapted from [12])

2.5.2 The Goldschmidt tolerance factor

The Goldschmidt tolerance factor (τ) is an empirical index used to predict the formation of different crystal
structures of ABX3, it’s value varies depending on the size of ABX3 ions.

τ =
ra + rx√
2(rb + rx)

(6)

Hexagonal polytypes often occur when the tolerance factor is above 1, which happens due to an increase475

of the radius of the A cation (rA), or a decrease of the radius of the B cation (rB) or X anion (rX). The
electronic properties of perovskite compounds are mainly governed by the B-X bond of the inorganic frame-
work. The size of the A cation can cause distortion of the B-X bond thus adversely affect its symmetry [31,
65].

480

The Goldschmidt tolerance factor is generally used to judge the structural stability of perovskite com-
pounds. The tolerance factors of different APbI3 systems have been calculated and compared on Figure
7, with A = Na, K, NH4, Rb, Cs, MA, FA, EA (ethylamine), and EDA (ethylenediamine). Ideal cubic
perovskites are formed when τ is in the range 0.9 < τ < 1 and distorted perovskite structures appear when
0.8 < τ < 0.9. For values of τ larger than 1 or smaller than 0.8, the possibility of forming a perovskite485

diminishes. It can be expected that τ in the middle of the range 0.8 - 1, and thus away from both non-
perovskite zones, would form a stable perovskite [66]. As can be seen on Figure 7, τ is close to 1 for FAPbI3,
which is therefore prone to formation of a hexagonal and photoinactive δ-phase. For CsPbI3, τ is just above
0.8 and it usually crystallizes into a δ-phase. Finally, MAPbI3 has a τ very close to 0.9, the middle of the
perovskite zone, and forms a photoactive perovskite phase.490

Mixing different cations and anions can improve structural stability of perovskites, by bringing the value
of τ closer to the middle of the zone. For example, the addition of Cs or MA to FAPbI3 moves τ value down
to stabilise its cubic phase. When properly mixed and/or grown, FAPbI3 can therefore adopt a cubic unit
cell at room temperature with the FA cations formally disordered over 24 orientations with the perovskitic495

PbI3 framework [67].

However, for systems of mixed perovskites, effective τ close to 0.9 is a good guidance for selecting the
ions or combination of ions but it is not a sufficient condition on its own for predicting structural stability.
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Indeed, at certain concentrations, secondary non-perovskite phases can form [66]. Phase purity also plays a500

significant role in intrinsic long-term stability of the mixed perovskites as cations with large differences in
the ionic sizes between the additives (Na, K, Cs, Rb) and the matrix system (FA/MA mix) are preferred
for stabilizing the perovskite structure as long as there is no non-perovskite secondary structure formed.
The crystal structure also plays a role in structural stability as cubic structures with higher symmetry show
more stability than tetragonal structures even if the cubic structure is a mixed perovskite and the tetragonal505

one is pure. For example, a tetragonal MAPbI3 with τ 0.9 is less stable than some mixed cubic perovskites
(FA-MA-Cs).

2.5.3 Phase stability challenges

An important challenge for halide perovskites such as CsPbI3, consists in stabilising its black photoac-
tive phase (α-CsPbI3) at room temperature. Its calculated tolerance factor being 0.8, the formation of510

an orthorhombic yellow phase (δ - CsPbI3) is favored over the cubic black phase which is only stable at
temperatures above 310°C [37]. In the α-CsPbI3 at RT, the size of Cs cations is too small to sustain the
PbI6 polyhedra, thus it readily degrades into orthorhombic δ - CsPbI3. In order to stabilize α-CsPbI3, the
tolerance factor can be increased by partial substitution of either Cs+ (r = 167pm) with bigger cations
like FA+ (r = 253pm) and MA+ (r = 21pm) in the A-site or I− ions (r = 220pm) with smaller anions515

such as Cl− (r = 181pm) and Br− (r = 196pm) in the X-site. Another solution would be to stabilise the
crystal structure with more symmetry by reducing the crystal dimension. That can be achieved with suit-
able dopants or additives to the precursors of CsPbI3, which would restrict the dimensions of crystals to a
few nanometerss thus effectively stabilise the cubic CsPbI3. Encouraging results have been achieved using
these methods and the α-CsPbI3 has been stabilised at RT in ambient conditions. However, the crystal520

structure formed at RT was claimed to be orthorhombic, not cubic as the one formed at high temperature
[68]. Incorporation of additives such as HI [37], sulfobetaine zwitterion [69], or ethylenediamine (EDA), [70]
resulted in a stabilized photoactive phase at RT. When HI is introduced into CsPbI3, the stabilisation of
the black phase at RT is reported by Snaith et al. to be due to the strain created in the crystals. Solar cells
of different architectures were built from this HI-induced black phase CsPbI3 and the best PCE was found525

to be 2.9% in planar-inverted cells which lasted only a few hours [37]. Lou et al. developed a sequencial
isopropanol treatment method to improve the PCE to 4.1% in solar cells created using the same HI additive
in CsPbI3 precursor with a stability of a few days. Following that, Kim et al. created a PSC with an inverted
architecture which had a PCE of 4.88%. However, size-controlled phase stabilisation using quantum dots,
seems much more effective as it raised the PCE beyond 10%, and the stability nearly to a month [71, 72].530

Recently, nanocrystal-based devices demonstrated a PCE above 13% [73]. Including a small amount of a
2D perovskite, ethylenediamine lead iodide EDAPbI4, was also proven to stabilise the α-CsPbI3 at RT for
months with a PCE above 11.5%. α-CsPbI3 can also be stabilised by partial substitution of Pb2+ with Sb3+

[74], Ca2+ [75], or Bi3+ [76], which at optimal concentration could convert all of the δ-CsPbI3 into α-CsPbI3
and such a device could bring an efficiency of 13.2% [76].535

In general, the formation or stabilisation of black phase at RT is achieved by reduction in crystal or
grain size and microstrain in crystals. However, the grains/crystals are confined to nanometer order by
both the size of the metal ion and its interactions with other ions acting to control crystallisation and grain
growth [77]. Not enough research has been performed on CsPbI3 perovskites, as the actual methods of540

stabilisation of the black phase at RT are still unclear, there is also a lack of studies on charge carriers and
their dynamics inside CsPbI3. Moreover, the device structures are not optimised. Degradation mechanisms
need to be studied in-depth to stabilise the black phase of CsPbI3 at RT and in ambient environment for
sufficiently long time. Similar issues surround FA and MA based materials, in which several strategies have
been used to avoid the formation of the δ phase and improve their phase stability in recent years. These545

include: tolerance factor adjustment, additive processing, dimensional engineering, interfacial modification,
defect passivation, and in situ growth. However, these approaches can only enhance the phase stability to
some extend. Their contribution to long-term stability is still unknown [78].

Finally, thermodynamics need to be taken into consideration to assess of the intrinsic stability of a per-550

ovskite structure. It has been shown that MAPbX3 with X = Cl, Br, I, decomposes into PbX2(s), MA(g) and
HX(g) and the energy of formation of the products confirms that MAPbI3 and MAPbBr3 are thermodynam-
ically more stable than MAPbCl3 [79]. Intrinsic ion migration occurs under the influence of the electric field
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generated in the device during its operation or biased externally in the dark. Such ion migration is believed
to affect the long-term stability of perovskite solar cells. Migration of ions must be mediated by defects in any555

ionic solid. The rate of migration of ions depends on the available interstitial space, Schottky defects (cation
or anion vacancies), the size or charge of the ions. Indeed, smaller ions and ions with smaller charge tend to
migrate faster than larger ions and ions with greater charge. It is also dependent on the ion jumping distance.

In perovskites, it is believed that ions mainly migrate through cation and anion defects (i.e. vacancies)560

but the actually migration channel in polycrystalline films is unknown. Grain boundaries are considered
as preferred regions of ion migration, thus it is possible to minimize it by reducing the number of grain
boundaries. However, it won’t totally suppress the process, as halides have also been observed in migration
in single crystals of MAPbI3 [80] and MAPbBr3 [81]. The activation energy of migration can show how
easily an ion migrates in a perovskite film [82, 83]. However, it is not known if ions can migrate if not under565

bias electric field, and at room temperature.

Characteristics of polycrystalline films can be intrinsic sources of instability too. Thermal strain gen-
erated during the annealing process of perovskite films is an example as it accelerates degradation of the
perovskite due to the thermal expansion of the substrate and perovskite [84]. The degradation speed largely570

depends on the amount of strain applied. The nature of the stress applied (tensile or compressive) also in-
fluences the stability of the perovskite [85]. Therefore, strain-induced degradation should also be considered
for enhancing overall stability of perovskite devives. Stress-induced phase transition, or ferroelasticity, has
also been observed in MAPbI3 perovskites, and generates intragrain strain that can be another important
source of instability and needs to be considered for improved long-term stability [86]. Finally, the crystal575

orientations should also be investigated, as it has been found that moisture corrodes some crystal planes
faster than the others [87].

2.5.4 Scaling up challenges

For outdoor installation and commercialisation, perovskite solar cells must guarantee to produce stable power580

at operating conditions of real sun radiation, under atmospheric moisture and oxygen and raised tempera-
ture due to heating for a period of about 25 years. Both intrinsic or structural stability of perovskite and
extrinsic stability under different environmental stresses such as light, heat, humidity and oxygen [88] are
critically important, and need to be considered. Therefore, strategies to prevent moisture-degradation with-
out much addition to the overall cost are investigated. These include the device encapsulation or material585

modification by introduction of hydrophobic layers [89, 90], surface passivation [91], or incorporation of 2D
perovskite having hydrophobic organic group into 3D perovskites [92].

Performance deterioration and material degradation are also issues that should be solved rapidly [12].

2.6 Polytypism in halide perovskites590

Polytypism is a subset of polymorphism in which the crystalline structure is identical along two dimensions
but varies in the third. Perovskite polytypes differ in the stacking sequence of the close-packed AX3 layers.
Recently, 3D hexagonal polytypes, reported using the Ramsdell notation, were observed in lead halide per-
ovskites, and their role as intermediates during the crystallization process was discovered [93].

595

Perovskites derived from the cubic aristotype Pm3m̄ adopt a cubic close-packed AX3 stacking sequence
(3C polytype) giving rise to BX6 corner-sharing octahedra. Hexagonal polytypes commonly occur when the
tolerance factor τ > 1 (Eq. 7), which arises due to an increased radius of the A cation (rA) or a decrease of
the radius of the B cation (rB) or X anion (rX). These polytypes are generally composed of a combination
of hexagonal close-packed and cubic close-packed sequences, resulting in face-sharing BX6 octahedra. Due600

to the vast number of stacking possibilities as observed on Figure 8, there is a great amount of potential
new structures with different physical properties related to the octahedra connectivity, such as the band
structure. The observed polytypes and crystal phases largely depend on the growth method and conditions
chosen. In their EDX analysis and single-crystal structure refinements, Gratia et al. revealed the uptake
of both I and Br in the 4H and 6H polytypes as well as the DMSO intermediate. On the contrary, the605
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Figure 8: a) The AX3 stacking sequences of hexagonal lead halide perovskite polytypes (2H (“delta phase”), 4H,
6H), and cubic (3C)/rhombohedral (3R) perovskite phases. h: hexagonal close-packed: light blue circles; c: cubic
close-packed: dark blue circles. b) Corresponding representation of the refined single-crystal structure viewed along a.
A 1D framework (2H) is favoured by face-sharing, whereas corner-sharing (3C/3R) or a linear combination of corner-
and face-sharing octahedra lead to a 3D framework (4H, 6H). (Reprinted from [93]).

2H phase, does not take up any Br even when grown from bromine-containing precursor solutions. The
compositional dependency of unit cell volume revealed that the 3C and 6H structures are mixed ion compo-
sitions confirming the EDX data. On the opposite, 2H is a pure iodide phase. The structural data collected
on 2H, 4H, 6H, and 3C single crystals confirmed these observations. The space group symmetry in both
the 4H and 6H polytypes, generates two crystallographically distinct anion positions related to face and610

corner sharing of octahedra. The heavier iodide anion in the hexagonal perovskite polytypes 4H and 6H
preferentially occupies the face-sharing position. Thus the Br− <-> I− exchange must trigger the crys-
tallization sequence in the 2H phase. This breaks up the face-sharing connectivity of the 2H phase, and
the initial anion exchange drives the polytypic transformations [93]. In the same study, it was also shown
that doping of 1% Cs yields 6H and 2H/4H phases which proportion decreases with an increase of the Cs615

doping. The group concluded that the crystallization scheme of mixed ion perovskites takes the following
steps. A Br− containing precursor matrix diffuses at 100°C in the presence of DMF/DMSO, into the 2H
phase, which leads to a Br-I, and probably also MA-FA, exchange reaction. This produces the 3D hexagonal
iodide/bromide-containing polytype 4H. Next, 4H gradually transforms into 6H and 3R/3C by continuous
exchange reactions. A competition between DMSO intermediate crystallization and bromide (+MA) uptake620

from 2H takes place at room temperature. Following the crystallization of the DMSO intermediate, high
temperatures (above 150°C) are required to proceed to solid-state exchange reactions which convert the
hexagonal phases further to 3C/3R. A film degradation takes place as these temperatures are close to the
thermal stability of black perovskite in the film. This degradation manifests itself by the appearance and
increasing phase fraction of PbI2. The hypothesis made was that the driving force for the H-4H-6H-3R(3C)625

crystallization sequence is an increase of Madelung energy as the stacking of AX3 layers goes from pure
hexagonal (2H) to a cubic/hexagonal ratio of 1:1 (4H), 2:1 (6H), and eventually pure cubic (3C). Indeed,
repulsion of B cations between face-sharing octahedra results in a loss of Madelung energy. The Madelung
energy is another name for the electrostatic energy, it represents the sum of Coulomb potentials and is often
determined using the Ewald method. Hexagonal over cubic stacking is stabilized due to BB bonding, BX630

covalency, and B-site vacancies which compensate for the energy loss. [93]

The colour of the hexagonal phases is related to the band gap variations that depend on the connectivity
of the PbI6 octahedra. It has also been reported by Kamminga et al. that an increase in connectivity from
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corner-, via edge-, to face-sharing results in an increase in the band gap [93, 94]. Both cubic and hexagonal635

phases are observed experimentally [93]. Recently, single-crystal structures obtained from crystals grown by
liquid-liquid diffusion of the mixed ion perovskite precursor solution revealed the formation of the polytypic
structures 4H and 6H. These were found to dominate the phase composition in the unannealed perovskite
films. It also appeared that these polytypes play a crucial role between the precursor film and the final
black phase with new complex sequences observed. The stability of these phases is composition-dependent,640

the formation of hexagonal phases can be inhibited by a low substitution of Cs+ cations, thus rationalising
the widely reported superior stability and reproducibility of mixed PSCs containing Cs [93].

For a successful commercialisation, the high power conversion efficiency observed on small area lab per-
ovskite solar cells needs to be translated to larger area cells. Unfortunately, a performance drop is observed645

when scaling up. It can be attributed to different factors such as an increase in sheet/series resistance, loss
in active area due to carrier collection or decrease in homogeneity over large areas.

The substantial gap between the performance of small-area and large-area modules, could be limited by
optimizing the design of large-area cells that limit the output power significantly. Modeling of structure of650

an optimised design of the front electrode with metal grid can result in a similar PCE that smaller-area cells
in modules of dimensions 156 mm × 156 mm. Another important reason for this performance gap comes
from the difference in morphology and quality of larger films. These are made by spin-coating and scale-up
methods, such as balding or slot-die coating. Many methods used for small-scale fabrication in laboratories,
are not suited for large-scale solar cells. Recently the resulting efficiency difference has been narrowed by655

the formulation of new methods adapted to scaled-up cells such as ink jet printing and modification of
annealing/drying conditions specific to the scale up methods. Structurally, the scaling up efficiency drop
is partially due to polytypism, as more different polytypes are present on larger solar cell areas, resulting
in a probable transition to the non-photoactive yellow phase. In order to reduce this efficiency drop during
scaling up, polytypism needs to be further studied to investigate different polytypes and assess their total660

energies and electronic impact.

2.7 Summary

With a rapid increase in efficiency and cost effectiveness, PV energies contribute more and more to the
transition to renewable energies, which aim is to entirely replace fossil fuels. Currently, metal halide per-
ovskites are the most promising materials for PV applications, with record efficiencies exceeding 24% power665

conversion. Hybride organic-inorganic halide perovskites represent the highest efficiencies, however they are
less stable than all-inorganic halide perovskites. In both cases, the stability of the material causes issues,
especially during the scaling up process when phase changes take place. The archetypal halide perovskite
structure involves cubic symmetry. However, several factors can result in a deviation from the cubic sym-
metry, such as size effects, composition and temperature. Upon temperature reduction halide perovskites670

can undergo a phase transition from cubic to tetragonal to orthorombic structure. A hexagonal phase (also
called δ phase, or yellow phase) can also appear, and does not exhibit PV properties. An important challenge
for halide perovskites consists in stabilising at room temperature its photoactive phase, also called the black
phase, and impede the transformation to yellow phase that happens at lower temperatures. Non-uniformity
of halide perovskites results in a quick drop in the device efficiency when scaled up. Polytypism represents675

one of the main obstacles due to the presence of face sharing octahedra inhibiting good PV properties.
Polytypism is a subset of polymorphism, in which crystalline structure is identical along two dimensions but
varies in the third. Perovskite polytypes vary in their stacking sequence. The 3C polytype represents the
PV active black phase, and favors corner-sharing. The black phase can be found in the 2H polytype, which
favors face-sharing. Many combinations of corner and face sharing polytypes exist and their phase stability680

at room temperature is being studied.
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3 Methods

The aim of this computational project was to develop a perovskite polytype builder that gives the energies
and probability of formation of different polytypes. The methodology followed can therefore be divided into
two sections: creation of the perovskite polytype builder and energy calculations associated with boltzmann685

population distribution.

3.1 Creation of the perovskite polytype builder

In order to develop the code that would form our perovskite polytype builder, the Atomic Simulation
Environment (ASE) library was originally used. It is a set of tools and Python modules for setting up,
manipulating, running, visualizing, and analyzing atomistic simulations.690

The first step was to read the primitive POSCAR file provided giving the primitive structure of the
CsPbI3 unit cell. To form the unit cell, the missing I and Cs atoms were added and combined with the
previous structure. The structure was rotated to be visible along the (111) plane like in the paper by Gratia
et al. [93]. Therefore, two rotations had to be performed, one along the x direction by 45◦ and one along695

the z direction by 90-tan(
√

2)◦. Two opposite orientations were then picked as building blocks A and B.
By combining and translating these building blocks, the polytypes 3C, 2H, 4H, 6H and 12H were created.
The unit cell borders automatically defined by ASE had to be modified and the duplicate atoms deleted.
The code and the different steps used to check it are visible in the Appendix. POSCAR files containing the
polytype structures were generated and visualised using VESTA.700

The terms 3C, 4H, 6H and 12H refer to the Ramsdell notation used for describing halide and oxide
perovskite polytypes [95]. Consequently, Gratia et al. decided to use the term 2H to refer to the δ phase in
lead halide perovskites [93] and the notation was kept in this study. The table below compares the different
notations and the symmetry characterizing the phases as obtained from single-crystal growth.705

Table 1: Comparison of the different notations, stacking sequences and unit cells parameters between the hexagonal
polytypes (2H, 4H, 6H) and the Rhombohedral/Cubic Perovskite (3R, 3C) phases. (reprinted from [93]).

Ramsdell notation ABC h–c notation a [Å] c [Å] volume [Å3] crystal system space group

2H AB h 8.66 7.9 513 hexagonal P63/mmc
3R ABC c 8.85 11.23 761 rhombohedral R3̄
3C ABC c 6.31 6.31 251 cubic Pm-3̄m
4H ABCB hc 8.81 15.2 1023 hexagonal P63/mmc
6H ABCACB hcc 8.84 22.45 1520 hexagonal P63/mmc

3.2 Electrostatic energy calculations

The effect of charge interactions was studied in the different perovskite structures previously built. In order
to measure that, the electrostatic potential energy of the system of charges was calculated. A pair of charges
will always have some potential energy because, when released from rest, they will either move away from
(if the charges are the same) or towards (if the charges are different) each other. The electrostatic potential710

energy that we are comparing for different structures is specifically the energy associated with a set of
charges arranged in a certain configuration. The potential energy (Ue) depends on the amount of charge
that each object contains (q), how far apart the charges are (r), and Coulomb’s constant (k):

Ue = k
q1q2
r

(7)

Considering a main cell consisting of N particles with charges qi at position ri in a cubic box of length715

L, and surrounded by replica cells that fill the whole cell, the energy U associated to the main cell in this
periodic boundary conditions system is:
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3 Methods

U =
1

4πε

1

2

N∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

∑
n∈Z3

qiqj
|rij + nL|

(8)

Where rij = ri-rj . The sum over n is over all simple cubic lattice points, n = (nxL, nyL, nzL) with nx, ny

and nz integers. The † indicates that the i = j term must by omitted for n = 0 to avoid to take into account720

the interaction of a particle with itself.

The energy U is due to the Coulomb interaction of the particles located inside the main cell with other
particles present in the cell, as well as with the particles located in the replica cells.

725

Different electrostatic energy calculations are possible, the direct summation being one of them. However
that method is excessively computationally demanding. In Eq. 8, the sum over n is an infinite series because
it runs over all Z. Therefore, in order to numerically evaluate the sum, a cut-off must be performed, assuming
that contributions arising from larger n values can be neglected and only values that satisfy | n |< ncut are
taken into account. This is called a spherical sum. There will thus be an error when we compute equation730

8 numerically. In theory, the introduction of a cut-off is not a problem as there is no need for an infinitely
accurate result. However, in practice, the direct sum method requires a large cut-off to get results accurate
enough to be used in simulations. When we increase ncut, we get a more accurate value of U but the number
of cells to take into account scales as n3

cut and not linearly because n is a 3D vector. If we assume that the
time needed to compute the sum is proportional to the square of the number of particles we have in the735

extended system (main cell + replicated cells), then the computer time we need scales as n n6
cut N2, where

N is the number of particles in the main cell box. Therefore, despite being a very useful tool to test the
correctness of more advanced methods, the direct sum method is of little use for simulations [96]. For this
reason, the Ewald summation was chosen in this project.

740

The Ewald sum is a faster method to compute electrostatic quantities such as energies or forces [97]. It
is based on splitting the slowly convergent Eq. n 8 into two series which can be computed much faster and
at a fixed level of accuracy [96]. In order to do that, the interaction 1/r is splitted as follows:

1

r
=
f(r)

r
− 1− f(r)

r
(9)

Where f(x)=erfc(α r), where α is the Ewald splitting parameter, resulting in the Ewald formula:745

U = U r + Uk + U self + Udipolar (10)

Where Ur is the real space contribution, Uk is the reciprocal space contribution, Uself accounts for
the self-energy, and Udipolar represents the dipolar correction. When a spherical sum is performed, these
contributions are given by:

U r =
1

2

N∑
i

N∑
j

∑
n∈Z3

qiqj
erfc(α)|rij + nL|
|rij + nL|

(11)

750

Uk =
1

2L3

∑
k∈K3,k 6=0

4π

k2
exp(

−k2

4α2
)

N∑
i

N∑
j

qiqjexp(−ik · rij) (12)

U self =
−α√
π

N∑
i

q2i (13)
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3.3 Equilibrium distribution

Udipolar =
2π

(1 + 2ε′)L3
(

N∑
j

qiri)
2 (14)

Where ε’ is the dielectric constant, and K = 2 π n/L : n ∈ K3. In practice, the sums for U r and Uk are
evaluated performing cutoffs given by rcut and kcut.755

The electrostatic energy calculations were performed at room termperature (298K) using the Ewald
method on the structures previously constructed. The code can be found in the Appendix.

3.3 Equilibrium distribution

Using the electrostatic energies calculated for different polytypes, the Boltzmann Population Distribution for760

the different polytypes was calculated for different temperatures and its variation observed. The Boltzmann
population distribution is a probability distribution that gives the probability of a certain phase as a function
of that phase’s energy and the temperature of the system to which the distribution is applied. It is given
as:

Pi =
1

Z
exp(

−εi
kT

) (15)

765

Where pi is the probability of state i, εi the energy of state i, k the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature
of the system and Z is canonical partition function:

Z =
M∑
i

exp(
−εi
kT

) (16)

With M the number of all states accessible to the system of interest.
770

The Boltzmann distribution is the distribution that maximizes the entropy and can therefore show the
most stable phase as isolated systems spontaneously evolve towards the maximum entropy phase, which
is their thermodynamic equilibrium. That can be explained by the second law of thermodynamics, which
states that entropy of an isolated system never decreases over time.

775

In statistical mechanics, entropy is an extensive property of a thermodynamic system. It is closely related
to the number of microstates, or microscopic configurations Ω, consistent with the macroscopic quantities
that characterize the system such as its pressure, temperature and volume. Assuming that each microstate
is equally probable, the entropy, S, is defined as:

S = kBlnΩ (17)

780

As entropy is determined by the number of random microstates, it is related to the amount of additional
information needed to specify the exact physical state of a system, given its macroscopic specification. For
this reason, entropy can be considered as an expression of the disorder, or randomness of a system.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Structure models and ranking for CsPbI3785

The structure models for the CsPbI3 polytypes are visible on Figure 9. Comparing the 3C, 2H, 4H and 6H
polytypes generated with Figure 8, shows that the code is functioning as expected generating the structures
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4 Results and Discussion

Figure 9: Structure models visualised on VESTA and built for different CsPbI3 polytypes with a) the 2H polytype,
b) the 4H polytype, c) the 3C polytype, d) the 6H polytype and e) the 12H polytype.

discovered and described by P.Gratia et al. in 2017 [93]. It can therefore be used to model structures that
have not been observed experimentally yet such as the 12H polytype. How likely these structures are to
actually exist has been assessed from their electrostatic energies below.790

Calculating the electrostatic energies for different polytypes in CsPbI3, resulted in a ladder-like, nor-
malised ranking of electrostatic energy levels for different polytypes visible in Figure 10 a). It appears that
the lowest electrostatic energy is present in the cubic/3C polytype, followed by the 12H, the 6H, the 4H and
finally, after a larger gap, the 2H.795

This is in accordance with the Boltzmann Population Distribution, which shows that at room tempera-
ture the cubic or 3C polytype dominates, and its probability of formation decreases with temperature. The
probability of formation of the other polytypes also follows the energy ranking, with a decreasing Boltzmann
Distribution as the relative energy increases. This was expected as the most stable combinations are the800

ones with the lowest energy. However, the Population Distribution of these other polytypes increases with
temperature. The rates of increase are different as they depend on the relative energy of each structure.
The Boltzmann population distribution tells us what structure we would expect for a given temperature,
and its probability of existence. For example, as seen in Figure 12, at 300K for SrTiO3, almost 100% cubic
is expected and none of the others. The rate of increase for the non-cubic structures here, is just die to the805

energy difference since higher temperatures enable accessing higher energy structures.

Interestingly, these results are very different to what has been observed experimentally, where generally
at room temperature, the most stable phase is the yellow one and the black phase can be obtained by heating
the perovskite [93]. Here the results are nearly opposite, with the most stable phase being the black one810

with a probability that decays with temperature.

4.2 Comparison to oxide perovskites

The electrostatic energies have been calculated for oxide perovskites SrTiO3, LaCoO3 and KTaO3 which
represent the most common valencies in halide perovskites. The electrostatic energy level ladders and
corresponding Boltzmann Population Distributions are visible in Figures 11, 12, and 13. All the perovskites815

studied, both halide and oxide, present the same order in the ranking of polytype relative energies. Similarly
the same ranking of Boltzmann Population Distributions is conserved. However, the relative energies and
the relative energy gaps are different due to a change in valency. The rate of change of the Boltzmann
Population Distributions with temperature is affected as well. In the oxides, this rate of change seems to be
smaller, with the cubic phase largely dominating for higher temperatures. Again, these results are surprising820
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4.3 Application to double perovskites

Figure 10: (a) Electrostatic energy level ladder for different polytypes of CsPbI3. (b) Variation in the Boltzmann
Population distribution for different CsPbI3 polytypes with the temperature.

Figure 11: (a) Electrostatic energy level ladder for different polytypes of KTaO3. (b) Variation in the Boltzmann
Population distribution for different KTaO3 polytypes with the temperature.

and differ from experimental observations probably due to the limitations of the model that will be discussed
later on.

4.3 Application to double perovskites

The same calculations were applied to the double perovskite Cs2Pb2I6. Again, the order is conserved. How-
ever, there is an important difference in the Boltzmann Population Distribution, as for temperatures ranging825

from 298 to 3000K the cubic phase is largely dominant. The variation with temperature is significantly lower.
At very high temperatures the 12H phase goes up to 0.2 but the other phases are negligible. The 2H phase
has been omitted from Figure 14b) for clarity the probability was consistently low. However, for better
understanding, it is still in the legend for that graph.

4.4 Discussion of the model limitations830

The discrepancies between this model and the experimental results obtained from literature are due to the
limitations of this model, which was very simplified as it only took the electrostatic energy into consideration.
The free energy of a material is a balance of the enthalpy and the entropy. Non-equilibrium thermodynamic
processes such as defects or excited states, should also be thoroughly considered for more accurate results.
This model only considered enthalpy. In many studies of packing in molecular crystals, the free energy is ap-835

proximated by the static lattice energy, neglecting the contribution from other types of entropy. This may be
justified in some cases, however the importance of vibrational entropy has been highlighted by recent studies.
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4 Results and Discussion

Figure 12: (a) Electrostatic energy level ladder for different polytypes of SrTiO3. (b) Variation in the Boltzmann
Population distribution for different SrTiO3 polytypes with the temperature.

Figure 13: (a) Electrostatic energy level ladder for different polytypes of LaCoO3. (b) Variation in the Boltzmann
Population distribution for different LaCoO3 polytypes with the temperature.

Entropy of a perfect crystal is zero at 0K. For inorganic materials, engineering entropy is closely related
to defect chemistry and site disorder [98]. The minimum in Gibbs free energy of a system comes from a840

delicate balance between enthalpy and entropy at finite temperatures, which drives the formation of intrinsic
defects [99].

The balance between ordered and disordered mixed valance systems across temperature ranges can be
determined by configurational entropy [100]. On the other hand, vibrational entropy is closely related to845

the chemical bond organisation. In general, a high contribution from (vibrational) entropy is suppressed in
rigid inorganic lattices where high bond strengths are present. The role of vibrational entropy is therefore
enhanced in Zintl compounds or inorganic clathratse where loosely bound (molecular) moieties exist. En-
tropy also plays a major role in temperature dependent phemonena [99].

850

In this case, the system is clearly governed by entropy as experimentally, the yellow phase is the most
stable (and thus has the highest entropy), whereas the computational results from this model indicate that
the most stable phase is the black one, which usually is obtained by heating to increase the entropy. It is
clear that entropy plays an important role in the phase definition of these polymorphs and therefore has to
be taken into account. There are three main types of entropy not considered in this study: (i) vibrational855

entropy, (ii) rotational entropy and (iii) configurational entropy [99].
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4.4 Discussion of the model limitations

Figure 14: (a) Electrostatic energy level ladder for different polytypes of Cs2Pb2I6. (b) Variation in the Boltzmann
Population distribution for different Cs2Pb2I6 polytypes with the temperature.

• Vibrational entropy is computationally accessible via lattice dynamics calculations. The system is
treated as a coupled harmonic oscillator to calculate the dynamic matrix (D) which is obtained from
the Hessian matrix. The Hessian contains the second derivatives of the energy with respect to the
geometry of the system, obtained directly from density functional theory (DFT) calculations. A set of860

eigenvectors (phonon modes) and eigenvalues (phonon frequencies, ω) is obtained by solving D. The
vibrational entropy of the system can be obtained from:

Svib = −kB
∑
q,s

h

2π
ω(q, s) +

1

T

∑
q,s

hω(q, s)

2πexp(−hω(q, s)/2πkBT )− 1
(18)

With kB the Boltzmann constant, h the Planck constant, T the absolute temperature and ω (q, s) the
phonon frequencies. These calculations may be expensive due to the fact that populating the Hessian865

requires many calculations to determine the forces on each ion. It is also necessary to use supercell
expansions of the unit cell to ensure that all important elements of the Hessian are accounted for.

Entropy plays a key role in determining which crystal polymorph is energetically favourable in hybrid
formate systems as has been show in recent studies using DFT-based lattice dynamics to calculate
the vibrational entropies of these systems [101]. Although the crystal vibrational contributions are870

expensive to calculate, the importance of such effects cannot be ignored particularly in hybrid materials
that exhibit soft phonon modes. These phonon modes are thermally accessible and emerge from weak
interactions such as hydrogen bonds. Vibrational effects can also be explored using molecular dynamics
[102] which is a computationally costly method but with results which transcend the (quasi-)harmonic
approximation made in lattice dynamics techniques875

• Rotational entropy is only a concern in solid-state sciences due to the spherical symmetry of con-
stituent building blocks, ions. Therefore, the study of its contributions in the solid-state are less
developed and when rotational entropy is considered, it is generally in the form of the addition of an
analytical term to the energy after a total energy calculation. The analytical expression for rotational
entropy of a molecular unit is:880

Srot = Rln[
π

1
2

σ

3∏
j=1

(
8π2IjkBT

h2
)
1
2 ] (19)

Where Ij are the principle moments of inertia of the molecule and σ is the symmetry number.
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5 Conclusions (and suggestions for further work)

However, in this study only inorganic perovskites with centrosymmetric spherical ions at the A-site
are considered, thus the rotational entropy is not present, and should not be taken into consideration.885

• Configurational entropy represents disorder in the nature of site occupancy on crystal sub-lattices,
including defects. Standard simulation techniques employ periodic boundary conditions, where a
repeating unit is used to build an infinite representation of the system which makes the explicit
treatment of configurational disorder challenging, as there will always be a degree of periodicity in the
system. In theory, choosing a large enough starting unit could account for disorder, however in practice890

the size of the unit is constrained by computational demands. The way around these issues is to use
statistical thermodynamics methodologies to consider the entropies of ensemble of configurations. All
these methods start from the idea entropy of mixing:

Smix = −nR(x1lnx1 + x2lnx2) (20)

Where n is the number of particles and xn are the fractions of each component. The ideal entropy of895

mixing assume no interactions between particles. The effects on interatomic forces are then added using
a variety of techniques with the most widely applied of these methods being the coherent potential
approximation [103] methods, the special quasi-random structure approach [104] (SQS) and the cluster
expansion method [105] (CE). These methods have been used extensively to study the effects of disorder
in solid-state systems [99]. In hybrid systems, the understanding of configurational order/disorder900

relationships is critical in many cases. In particular, in lead-based hybrid halide perovskites with the
general formula APbX3, mixing organic cations on the A-site with halides on the X-site can result in
the creation of some of the most efficient solar cells.

Entropy has an undoubtedly important impact on the crystal chemistry of hybrid inorganic-organic
materials. In most cases where the entropy is considerd in solid state systems, only one of the three905

types discussed above is considered. However, in some defect dependent cases such as organic-inorganic
perovskites, a combination of configurational disorder together with vibrational entropy account for the
material’s properties. In these hybrid materials, long organic linkers and porous materials lead to high
vibrational entropies, while, at the same time, substitutional defects seem to be relatively easy to introduce.
The important role of both vibrational [106] and configurational [107] entropies has been emphasized com-910

putationally in these materials. However, more research is needed in order to fully understand and quantify
the role of entropy in fully inorganic halide perovskites.

Table 2: Summary of the types of entropy not considered in this study, their related properties and how they can be
accounted for computationally (reprinted from [99]).

Entropy Properties Calculation

Configurational Bandgap; magnetic ordering; Cluster expansion;
thermal conductivity; phase stability; special quasirandom structures;

electronic polarisation small set of ordered structures;
lattice Monte Carlo

Rotational Phase stability; thermal conductivity; Molecular dynamics; nudged elastic bands
electrical polarisation

Vibrational Bandgap; phase stability; Lattice dynamics; molecular dynamics
thermal conductivity;

vibrational spectra

5 Conclusions (and suggestions for further work)

At present, while a perovskite cell efficiency of above 20% is being achieved by most leading laboratories in915

lab-scale devices, long-term stability, scalability and toxicity of Pb are obstacles to commercialisation. This
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project studied one of the phenomena that impedes the scalability of perovskite cells, the transition from
the photoactive, black (corner-sharing 3R/3C) phase to the non-photoactive yellow (face-sharing) phase.
One of the challenges facing perovskite solar cells is therefore the stabilisation of their black phase at room
temperature. In this project, the energies and stability of different polytypes was studied. More specifically,920

the aim of this project was to model 3D structures of different perovskite polytypes and calculate their
electrostatic energies using the Ewald Method.

The electrostatic energy level ladders built for one halide perovskite (i.e CsPbI3), three oxide perovskites
(i.e SrTiO3, LaCoO3 and KTaO3), and a double perovskite, presented relative energies normalised around925

the lowest present in the cubic phase. These relative energies increased following the order: 3C, 12H, 6H,
4H and finally 2H. The Boltzmann Population Distribution decayed with temperature for the 3C polytype
and increasing for all the others. These results differ from those observed experimentally and found in
literature due to the limitations of this model which only considers the electrostatic energy and ignores the
contribution of other significant parameters such as vibrational and configurational entropy.930

To continue this work an improvement of the model built is necessary, taking more parameters into
account. More accurate energy descriptions could also be achieved by going beyond electrostatics and
applying methods such as density function theory (DFT) on the polytypes built. Finally, it would be
interesting to integrate the perovskite building code with the energy calculations building a software that935

could model any polytype and give its associated energies and characteristics, saving a lot of time to
experimentalists.
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6.1 Annotated polytype building code

6.1.1 Polytype builder written940

Figures 15-21

6.1.2 Polytype builder received from a group member.

Figure 22

6.1.3 POSCAR files generated using the code in Fig 22.

Figures 23-25945

6.2 Ewald summation method used to calculate electrostatic energy.

Figure 26

6.3 Boltzmann Population Distribution Calculations.

Figure 27
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6.3 Boltzmann Population Distribution Calculations.

Figure 15: Polytype builder realised during this project. Part 1.
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6 Appendix

Figure 16: Polytype builder realised during this project. Part 2.
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6.3 Boltzmann Population Distribution Calculations.

Figure 17: Polytype builder realised during this project. Part 3.
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6 Appendix

Figure 18: Polytype builder realised during this project. Part 4.
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6.3 Boltzmann Population Distribution Calculations.

Figure 19: Polytype builder realised during this project. Part 5.
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6 Appendix

Figure 20: Polytype builder realised during this project. Part 6.
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6.3 Boltzmann Population Distribution Calculations.

Figure 21: Polytype builder realised during this project. Part 7.
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6 Appendix

Figure 22: Code written by a group member.
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6.3 Boltzmann Population Distribution Calculations.

Figure 23: POSCAR file generated using the code in Fig 22 for the cubic, 2H and 3C structures.

Figure 24: POSCAR file generated using the code in Fig 22 for the 4H and 6H structures.
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6 Appendix

Figure 25: POSCAR file generated using the code in Fig 22 for the 12H structure.
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6.3 Boltzmann Population Distribution Calculations.

Figure 26: Ewald summation method used to calculate the electrostatic energy of different polytypes. In this
example, the electrostatic energy of the 2H polytype of CsPbI3 is calculated.
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6 Appendix

Figure 27: Boltzmann Population Distribution Calculations on Python. In this example, CsPbI3 Boltzmann Popu-
lation Distribution is calculated at 3000K.
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